themselves. 4 Chinese artists and collectors in Singapore were influenced by the current of realism, "guohua" that changed classical ink and brush landscape painting as a result of the influence of western science and modernism and the demands of nationalism. 5 Most significantly, Singapore artists and collectors had close links with the art world in Shanghai in which artists such as Lin Fengmian and the "Storm Society" were influential through exhibitions, the publication of reproductions, art journals and the writing of critics and publicists in newspapers in stimulating a broad interest in modern art. 6 Two of the most innovative and influential Chinese artists were Lin Fengmian (1900-1991), the leader of the modernist avant-garde "Storm Society" and Xu Beihong (1895-1953), a staunch advocate of Realism. 7 Both artist-teachers studied in France between 1919 and 1926. Lin Fengmian was influenced by the works of Matisse, Picasso, Roualt, and Modigliani. When he returned to China he was appointed the President of the National Academy of Art in Beijing and later founded the National Hangzhou Arts Academy from which Li Keran and other important artists graduated. Lin Fengmian's Against the Wind (n.d.) is a painting using ink and colour on paper that was framed in the European style.
8 It is an all over painting which occupies only the frontal plane demonstrating his understanding of modern abstraction. It also makes strong use of tonal colour to create atmosphere. In Against the Wind Lin Fengmian paints with the expressive brushstrokes that he learned from the Chinese painting tradition fusing both visual cultures in an outstanding work. After the establishment of the People's Republic of China, Lin was constantly criticized for his synthesis of modern European and Chinese painting, and as a result, he destroyed many of his own paintings. He was imprisoned for four years during the Cultural Revolution, leaving China in 1977. However, Lin Fengmian's influence in China and among overseas Chinese persisted despite his persecution.
The other influential artist who studied in France in the same period was Xu Beihong.
